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MATCH REPORTS  

 

9th – 19th October 2019 

 

HEADLINES 

• Rec still 100% after 11 played 

• Balti still unbeaten in the League after 11 played 

• Merley hit 6 on the road 

• Holt hit 7 at home 

 

19th OCTOBER 2019 

“THE REC JUGGERNAUT KEEPS ON ROLLING” 

HAMWORTHY REC 7 DORCHESTER SPORTS 2 

Another emphatic win for Rec in an entertaining game against 

a very capable Dorchester Sports side. The Magna Road pitch 

held up well, despite the week’s downpours, but the going 

was heavy and all credit to both sides for putting on a good 

spectacle. The game was a personal triumph for Sam Carter, 

who scored four times to take his season’s tally to 16 already. 

It was the perfect start for Rec with a goal in the first minute - 

a well-flighted cross from Brad Hill was beautifully headed in 

by Carter for 1-0. Sports responded with a powerful shot 

beaten away by Aaron Robertson, in the home goal, before a 

header from a corner was only just over the Rec crossbar. 

Robertson was soon in action again, turning over an angled 

shot from the edge of the area. But on 27 minutes Rec won their first penalty of the season when George Webb 

was bundled over. Carter duly dispatched his spot-kick low into the net to double the lead and five minutes later 

it was 3-0 when George Webb and Richie Sands combined to set up Carter for a tap-in at the far post. A poor 

defensive lapse gifted Sports a goal on 39 minutes as Curtis Hansford’s effort reduced the arrears, but straight from 

the re-start George Webb latched onto a through-ball and 

coolly converted to make it 4-1 at the break. Within two 

minutes of the second half it was five, when John Webb’s low 

cross was converted at the far post by that man Carter. 

George Webb shot over from close-range before Sports 

pulled another back on 74 minutes through Paul Hills mazy 

run and shot, only for Rec to respond three minutes later 

when Hill took advantage of a defensive slip to tee up captain 

for the day Richie Sands to slam in the sixth. Rec were well in 

control, and despite the visitors playing some neat, spirited 

football and it was seven on 84 minutes when Sam Thompson 

notched a deserved first goal for the club, touching in a 

Callum Charlton low ball into the danger area.  

Photos courtesy of Steve Harris - steve@bdfaimages.co.uk 
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“BALTI REMAIN UNBEATEN AFTER 11 PLAYED” 

BALTI SPORTS 1 BS PARLEY 1 

Balti Sports were pegged back by a 91st-minute equaliser from Bournemouth Sports in their Dorset Premier League 

duel at Weymouth College. Marco Nott’s men remain unbeaten in 11 league games, drawing five of them, and a 

failure to convert chances ultimately allowed Bournemouth Sports back into this contest. Balti nearly made a bright 

start through striker Ricky Lane, who hammered an effort against the side-netting in the first minute. The visitors, 

who this season changed their name from Parley Sports, steadily grew into the game but Lane conjured the next 

two shots at goal, aiming wide of the target on both occasions. Persistence paid off for Balti who took a 1-0 lead 

midway through the half, albeit in fortuitous circumstances. Midfielder Sean Zima fired in a cross but his delivery 

drifted into the net at the back post via the head of a retreating defender. After the break, Balti forward Danny 

Andrews shot wide on the right but the major chance for the hosts to seal victory came for Josh Houghton. Racing 

clean through on goal, the substitute striker had only the keeper to beat but could only thump his effort against 

the onrushing gloveman. Balti’s failure to kill the game was seized upon by their opponents in injury-time, with a 

marauding run from centre-back connecting with striker Ben Bosley who controlled before slotting past home 

stopper Andy Nott. Balti did win two corners in the dying embers but could not fashion a chance as the visitors 

took a share of the points. “It felt like a loss,” Balti boss Nott told Echosport: “It was a difficult game – to be honest, 

our passing was terrible. “We created a number of chances but didn’t play our normal game. We defended well 

and looked solid at the back but we were erratic in our passing. “Having said that, we missed six or seven clear-cut 

chances to kill the game off. It was our own fault. “They always looked dangerous with a few half-chances that were 

going over the bar. Then they got their goal with about two minutes to go. “We’re obviously unbeaten, which is 

great, but it’s another draw which is a bit frustrating. “I’d say it’s two points dropped. Bournemouth are a good side 

this year, don’t get me wrong. It was just the manner of how we drew that game and the chances we missed. “If we 

scored that second goal it would have been game over because we were defending really well. We just couldn’t 

get it and then they punished us.” 

Report courtesy of the;  

“HONOURS EVEN IN THE PURBECKS” 

WAREHAM RANGERS 2 STURMINSTER NEWTON 2 

In this bottom of the table clash Sturminster Newton were the visitors to the Purbecks. Even before kick-off 

Sturminster Newton made it difficult for the home team by inadvertently bringing with them a kit that clashed with 

Wareham’s, forcing the home team into a change of kit, as luck would have it their reserves game was called off.  

The hosts started brightly and were using the ball well as it seemed Sturminster Newton only had the long ball 

which Wareham defended strongly and resolutely too. Wareham got the lead through a fantastic strike and goal 

of season contender from Joe Ward. Wareham threatened again with some neat work from Aaron Merredew whose 

shot, narrowly missed the target, HT 1-0. The Second half started the same as the 1st as it seemed that Sturminster 

Newton didn’t have anything else but the long ball option. The visitors eventually got their goal courtesy of a 

Wareham mistake and finished neatly by Ivan Ivanov into the bottom corner. Wareham kept pushing and scored 

again after a very poor goalkeeping error from the visiting keeper. Sturminster Newton though didn’t give up and 

got their 2nd equaliser of the day from a long throw into the box which was guided in by their substitute, Charlie 

Garrod. Wareham did score again but it was deemed to be marginally offside by the official. Wareham pushed for 

the winner, with Sturminster seemingly happy for the point and that’s the way it stayed with the hosts disappointed 

to drop 2 points, however they were nowhere near their potential on the day. 

 “ROYALS HIT THE BEES FOR 5” 

BLANDFORD UTD 5 BRIDPORT RES 2 

Royals win 8th straight game !! Blandford entertained Bridport Reserves in the Dorset Premier League, a side 

Blandford lost to twice last season, this time things were very different. The home side started the brightest with 

Mark Ford and Bradley Pike putting us 2-0 up midway through the first half, the visitors pulled one back just before 

half time through Callum Middleton, HT 2-1. Neither team were playing particularly well today, as the pitch wasn’t 

in the best condition with recent weather making it heavy and extremely difficult to play on. But it was the Royals 
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who had a strong 25-minute spell where they took complete control and scored 3 times to take the game firmly 

away from Bridport. Bradley Pike added a further 2 to complete his hat-trick and his 3rd hat-trick in three 

consecutive games, Paul Ford with the other after a fine finish from him. The action wasn’t over though, a missed 

penalty from the home side, a sending off for Bridport’s Josh Hull for receiving 2 yellows, and then the visitors 

getting their second from an indirect free kick 7 yards out, converted by Riley Weedon made for an entertaining 

finish. 

 “BULLS STAMPEDE THROUGH THE ROCKIES” 

HOLT UNITED 7 SHAFTESBURY RES 0 

Holt continued their winning form with an emphatic victory over Shaftesbury Reserves. Lewis Sainval opened the 

scoring after 5 minutes after a precise through ball from Lewis Miles. Andrew Baker could have equalised for the 

visitors but was denied by Holt’s keeper, Chris Lynch with a superb save soon after. Sainval then made it 2-0 after 

good work from Erickson Mukambi and Sam Lench. Lynch again denied a certain goal for the visitors when Bakers 

shot was saved at point blank range. Sainval completed his hat trick on the stroke of half time, with Luke Homer 

providing the assist. The away side nearly pulled one back on 50 minutes but Ethan Hatcher-Coates shot could only 

find Lynch in the home goal who again stood tall. The remainder of the second half was a scrappy affair, however 

Holt managed 4 more goals in the last few minutes as the Shaftesbury defence went missing, Sam Lench, Lewis 

Sainval and substitute Dean Seal (2) with the goals. 

“SWANAGE LEAVE THE BLUES FEELING BLUE” 

SWANAGE T&H 4 PORTLAND UTD RES 0 

Swanage secured a welcome and comprehensive 4-0 

win against Portland United Reserves at Day's Park in 

The Dorset Premier League. The match was a slow 

burner in the first 20 minutes with both sides cancelling 

each other out, however the Swans burst into life when 

skipper Paul Best scored 2 goals in 7 minutes, the first 

following great work from Cody Moore and Tommy 

Beard and the second following a great pass from the 

ever-lively Cody Moore. Skipper Best should have 

completed his hat-trick but ballooned his chance high 

and wide, HT 2-0. Swanage were now playing with far 

more confidence and dominated for long periods and 

added to their lead when the industrious Cameron Barnes scoring from close range. Tommy Beard then had a great 

volley saved by keeper Green. Paul Best completed his treble and his sides 4th to secure the points with a marauding 

run through the visitor’s defence, and although visiting keeper Ash Green saved his first shot, he was unable to 

stop his second effort. Following a spell without a win in 5 games Swans management team were delighted with 

the 3 points. 

“GILLINGHAM RUN RINGS ROUND THE ZEBRAS” 

GILLINGHAM TOWN 4 SHERBORNE TOWN RES 1 

Gillingham Town came into the match on the back of two defeats one in the league to Holt United and one in the 

Cup to Bournemouth Sports. The hosts were keen not to slip up again in their quest to earn promotion back to the 

Toolstation Western League. The Gills were without key squad members again through various reasons Karl Davis, 

Matt Samuel and Buddy O’Shea all missed the game through other commitments. Aaron Rodriguez was only fit 

enough for the bench so a big reshuffle was needed. The Host were boosted by the return Joe Smeeton, Elliot Bevis 

and Dan Cox. There was a start for Fred Chorley who come into the centre of the midfield with Skipper Nick 

Thomson playing as a makeshift striker. The pitch was in great condition with the ground-staff working their magic 

to ensure the game wasn't in doubt. The Gills got off to a great start and soon found themselves 1-0 up after good 

play saw Fred Chorley’s delightful through ball find captain Nick Thomson to ghost into the Sherborne box and 

coolly slot the ball home. The hosts were playing some great stuff and the visitors struggling to contain them. 
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Gillingham really should have increased their lead when great team build up saw midfielder Ryan Schouten released 

into the box with only the goalkeeper to beat, but he blasted the ball over the bar when he should have really 

scored. Gills then squandered another great opportunity with Elliot Bevis drawing a save from the goalkeeper at 

point blank range but again should have scored. The Gills did double their lead midway through the half when 

Hawkins exchanged passes with centre midfielders who then released Elliot Bevis in the box who made no mistake 

this time placing the ball in the bottom corner. The game seemed all but over even at two nil but the typical 

Gillingham way allowed the visitors a lifeline. A long punt down field by the Sherborne Town goalkeeper wasn’t 

dealt with by Joe Smeeton whose unforced error gifted the visitors a corner. The resultant corner was delivered 

into the box and met by the centre back, Matthew Watson who powerfully headed home from 8 yards. This was 

despite the best efforts of Scott Armstrong in the Gillingham goal, nearly keeping it out only to clash with Joe 

Smeeton on the line with the ball just dropping in. The visitors nearly levelled the game on half time, when a 

surging run from a centre back caused all sorts of problems. The Sherborne centre back found Scott Martin who 

created himself 2 yards of space. Martin then tried to curl the ball into the top corner of the Gillingham goal but 

his effort was brilliantly kept out by Scott Armstrong, HT 2-1. The second half began very much like the first will 

the hosts having a lot of possession and putting Sherborne under pressure. Gillingham should have increased their 

lead again when good play by Ryan Schouten who rounded the keeper and unselfishly pulled the ball back to Bevis. 

Bevis who somehow managed to scoop the ball over the bar from 6 yards out. Gillingham did increase their lead 

shortly after this when Bevis weaved passed three Sherborne defenders and released a powerful shot. This drew a 

good save from the Sherborne keeper but his save only found the on-rushing Gill skipper Nick Thomson who 

smashed the ball home to the delight of the Gillingham home faithful. The Gills should have made it 4 not long 

after when Dan Cox saw his back heeled effort cleared off the line by the Sherborne defender with the keeper well 

beaten. The Gills did make it 4 when the not fully fit Aaron Rodriguez latched onto a pass from the midfield and 

calmly smashed the ball into the visitor’s net. 

“MERLEY HIT 6 AT THE FORTRESS” 

CORFE CASTLE 0 MERLEY CS 6 

Merley demonstrated their fire power again as they put hosts Corfe Castle to the sword at the Fortress, the visitor’s 

goals came courtesy of 6 different players, Matt Groves, Ellis George, Nathan Saxby, Jamie Moores, Asa Phillips & 

Dennis Edwards. 

 

16TH OCTOBER 2019 

LEAGUE CUP 

“BLUES TO GOOD FOR THE ZEBRAS” 

SHERBORNE TOWN RES 0 PORTLAND UTD RES 3 

In an end to end cup tie that was dominated by the long ball, it was the Islanders who progressed through to the 

last 8 of the Competition. Scoring for the hosts was Elliot Mann with Sol Roach x2 & Lance Wilson scoring for 

Portland. One blemish on the visitor’s night was the sending off for Ashley Green. 
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12TH OCTOBER 2019 

LEAGUE 

“BALTI HIT THE BLUES FOR 6” 

PORTLAND UTD RES 2 BALTI SPORTS 6 

A fair result with a very flattering score line saw Balti take the points at Weyline Stadium. An extremely generous 

penalty decision after 15 mins gave Balti the lead which they then doubled on the half hour mark. Adam Anstey 

then had a goal ruled out for offside just before half time, HT 0-2. The young blues side starting 8 players 18 & 

under came out fighting but were dealt a cruel blow on the hour when a speculative long-distance shot took a 

wicked deflection past Franklin.  Balti added another shortly after before the blues started a mini revival with Goals 

from Tyler Butcher and Harry Hutchinson. But Balti’s experience told as the Blues pushed for more goals, as they 

exploited the space’s opening up with two goals towards the end of the game. Scoring for the visitors were Phil 

Anderson, Danny Andrew, Charlie Kenderdine x2, Sean Zima & Ricky Lane. 

LEAGUE CUP 

“BS PARLEY SQUASH THE TANGERINES” 

BS PARLEY 4 GILLINGHAM TOWN 1 

The game couldn't have got off to a worse start for the visitors as the hosts were awarded a free kick on the edge 

of the box after just 6 minutes. The resultant free-kick from 19 yards out was excellently curled into the top corner 

of the goal past Scott Armstrong giving him no chance by Lloyd Cole. However, the Gills responded well playing 

some good stuff in the midfield with the pitch holding well. Gillingham got themselves back on level terms when 

good play saw winger Matt Samuel in 5 yards of space. Samuel 20 yards out smashed the ball into the top right 

corner of the goal giving the goalkeeper no chance. The visitors were clearly the better footballing side but seemed 

to lack a bit of passion and bite which the host displayed. The Bournemouth sports number 10 was causing the 

Gills defence a few issues. Elliot Bevis caused the hosts full back all sorts of problems twisting and turning only to 

see his cross cleared, when Winger Matt Samuel seemed to think Bevis would put the ball in the net rather than 

cross it so stopped his run. Gillingham's Josh Meads header clipped the top of the bar from a Bevis corner. Buddy 

O’Shea was the net Gillingham player to work the goalkeeper but his well struck shot was easily gathered. It was 

the hosts who took the lead again after good defending from a corner saw the ball drop to the Bournemouth 

Sports full back Harry White, who picked the loose ball up some 45 yards from goal. The full back travelled 20 yards 

with no Gillingham defender rushing to close him down, he then unleashed a powerful low drive that was inch 

perfect inside the far post, HT 2-1. The second half started well for the Gills producing some good football and 

pressure on the hosts goal. Gillingham started to force a lot of set pieces. The first saw a header from skipper Nick 

Thomson cleared off the line. Another Elliot Bevis corner found Josh Mead in the box but his header again was 

scrambled off the line. Panic began to set in for Gillingham who started to force play rather than keep playing their 

usual football which was working. A long throw from Dan Hawkins created a chance for Aaron Rodriquez but he 

snatched at the shot and missed the target. It was the hosts Bournemouth Sports who increased their lead despite 

Gillingham creating more opportunities. The 3rd goal for Bournemouth Sports was a defensive error from the ever-

reliable Josh Mead whose square pass was intercepted by the Clive Makoni on the edge of the box who accepted 

the gift and smashed the ball into the bottom corner. It was soon 4 for the hosts as James Bergin’s shot was diverted 

into his own net by Josh Mead as he attempted to block the cross.  

“DORCHESTER HIT STURMINSTER FOR 6” 

DORCHESTER SPORTS 6 STURMINSTER NEWTON 1 

Sports made hard work of being in the pot for the next round and left it late to confirm it.  Sports scored 4 goals 

in the last ten minutes to complete the win, Jamie West and Brandon Heal come into the sports team from last 
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week's defeat to Balti, Dorchester started well and took the lead when Jamie West was pulled down in the box and 

he tucked the penalty away.  Sports then got sloppy in there play and couldn't find a way through a well organised 

Sturminster defence, HT 1-0. The second started similar to the first with the hosts on top and West tucked away his 

2nd of the game, again Sports got sloppy and allowed some pressure on their goal as the away team had numerous 

free kicks and when one of them was well struck, Ash Weeks saved well but there was an away striker on hand to 

tap in.  The game was even until the last ten minutes but the hosts found another gear as Oli Lowes danced his 

way through a static Sturminster defence to slot home, West thought he had his hattrick but was narrowly off side 

but he didn't have to wait long to complete his treble when Alex Stafie crossed for West to score. Stafie was next 

on the scoresheet when Lowes crossed, and Stafie completed the scoring when he chipped the ball over the 

advancing keeper. 

“BULLS MAKE IT THROUGH AFTER EXTRA TIME” 

HOLT UNITED 6 CORFE CASTLE 2 AET – SCORE AT FT 2-2 

Holt United knocked Corfe Castle FC out of the Dorset Premier League Cup after winning 6-2 after the game went 

to extra time. With the sustained wet weather, and a host of other fixtures postponed many were surprised to see 

this game go ahead but the host’s pitch held up surprisingly well considering the conditions. Corfe were able to 

name a strong squad with Jack Hector and John Lovell returning but the late withdrawal of Josh Baker saw Simon 

Page come in for his first competitive outing for the first team. Corfe started the game well and took the lead 

through Courtney Johnstone who finished low past the Holt ‘keeper. This spurred the home team in to life and they 

began to look more threatening with their team missing a host of good chances, including putting a penalty wide 

of the post, while goalkeeper Brad Smith once again came to the rescue with a number of good saves. The visitors 

also came close to extending their lead on a couple of occasions with Johnstone having the best of the 

opportunities. HT 0-1 The second half continued in a similar vein with Holt making and missing more chances and 

Corfe continuing to do well. Castle extended their lead when a ball from Andy McCuish picked out the excellent 

run of Andy Manston who worked the ball in to the box and Marcus Smith fired in off the crossbar. Holt managed 

to get themselves back in to the game by making the most of some poor defending by Corfe and levelled the 

scores courtesy  of Sonny Wilkinson & Lewis Sainval with little time left in the 90 minutes although debutant Simon 

Page missed a great chance to wrap up the win for Corfe late on, FT 2-2. In extra time Holt scored an early goal 

through Luke Homer to put themselves in the lead for the first time and it went from bad to worse for the visitors 

with three more goals scored by the hosts before the full-time whistle including another penalty which was this 

time put away by Homer for his 2nd goal of the game and 2 more by Substitute Paul Lane. 

 

9TH OCTOBER 2019 

LEAGUE CUP 

“ROYALS RUFFLE SWANS FEATHERS TO PROGRESS” 

SWANAGE T&H 0 BLANDFORD UNITED 4 

Swans were beaten 4-0 at Day's Park by Blandford United in the first round of The Dorset Premier Cup. Blandford 

raced into a 2-goal lead in the first 5 minutes through Dan Rogers and Paul Ford and increased their lead further 

on 20 minutes’ courtesy of Joe Wells. Swans never really recovered from this early bombshell and only produced a 

few long-range efforts from Dave Best, Cody Moore and Paul Best. H.T. 0-3. Swans produced an improved 

performance in the second half and although gained the majority of possession they lacked the killer instinct to 

produce the goals. The home side battled to the end but were undone in the 85th minute by a quick break from 

Paul Ford who ran through to score his second goal and send his side through to the second round. 
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“BEES WIN 7 GOAL THRILLER AT COCHRAMS” 

SHAFTESBURY RES 3 BRIDPORT RES 4 

Bridport Reserves made it into the hat after winning by the odd goal 4-3 at Cochrams against a battling Shaftesbury 

Reserve side, scoring for the Bees were Dan Baggs, Riley Weedon, Ryan Lever and substitute Callum Strelley, whilst 

replying for the hosts were Aaron Lane-Leney x2 & Charlie Brown 
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